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MyChoice Accounts are tax-advantaged and lifestyle accounts powered by our innovative system.  
Built by industry experts, our proprietary system addresses exactly what partners need: configurability,  
security and scalability, a future-proof system architecture and a competitive economic model. 

Why MyChoiceTM Accounts? 
As a provider of consumer-directed benefit accounts, you need the best technology at the core of your business. 
While there are many of features about your services that are distinctive to your business and your model, at the 
heart of your administration, is your platform. AYou need a reliable, consistent solution that allows you to work 
smarter, not harder. We put on our “perfect world” construction hats and got to work.

While others renovated or consolidated…we innovated. 
There hasn’t been a new SaaS platform for CDH in more than a decade. Platform resellers and full-service 
proprietary providers have simply been RENOVATING their solutions. Like a fixer upper, they take down a wall 
here, add a room there, or upgrade the “electrical.” At MyChoice Accounts, we built a better house—a new one, 
with functionality built for tomorrow’s accounts: flexible, configurable, ready to integrate, easy to build on and 
simple to use. 

The result… 
…an attributes-based architecture that eliminates the traditional constraints of product-centric platforms. Rather 
than have products drive what is in them, our platform uses the attributes to define the product specs, giving you 
the power to automate the most complex designs without manual, error-prone processes; saving you and your 
staff time and resources while increasing client delight. It’s a future-proof system architecture that you can quickly 
adapt to clients’ evolving product and plan design needs.
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How we built it 
Cloud-based architecture. End-to-end for complete security and scalability. 

Attributes-based. Build any plan design in minutes. Make changes without lag and added cost. 

APIs for maximum integration. Hundreds of front-end and back-end APIs for more control of the end user 
experience. 

Bank-like interface. Intuitive for the member and customizable for your brand. 

AI-enabled. Claims and member answers in real time. 

Competitive economic model.  Our partners can get in the ring for any opportunity with the largest 
administrators with our referral and revenue model.

MyChoice Accounts… 

Powers YOUR solution, your brand 

Complete custom branding and platform built to specifications 

Provide branding at the client level 

Front-end and back-end APIs to deliver plug and play for any additional vendors 

Delivers next-generation technology to prepare you for the future of CDH 

Bi-weekly releases for ongoing innovation and issue resolution 

End-to-end cloud-based technology for scalability and security

Nimble, configurable proprietary platform, built to support any plan design you require 
•  FSA, HSA, HRA, Commuter Benefits, Tuition & Adoption Assistance, Lifestyle Accounts, Goal Accounts

    

Build your own “Perfect World” solution 
MyChoice Accounts is a technology and services sandbox that partners can use to build their own  
perfect-world system. Depending on the tools you need, or your existing vendors to “plug in,”  
MyChoice Accounts has the APIs and attributes built in to get your system up and running quickly… 
the way YOU need it.  
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To see how our platform outperforms the competition 
and how to capitalize on our referral and revenue 
model, schedule a demo today. Contact  
Ryan Crapser, VP of Strategic Partnerships.

Our platform comes with our AI-enabled  
benefits assistant, Sofia, who is always 

standing by to answer member questions. 
Sofia has reduced standard chat volume for our 

business by 78%, providing more time for our live 
representatives to handle more complex tasks. 

What could Sofia do for YOUR members?
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A partnership that pays you back. 
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